1989-1990

**Ann Shields**
Gallery Director
Penn State University Park
annshields@psu.edu

1990-1991

**Charles Sena**
[No longer with Penn State]

1991-1992

**Daniel Davis**
[No longer with Penn State]

1992-1994

**Stan Nowak**
Associate Professor Emeritus of Spanish, Humanities and Social Science

1994-1995

**Vicki Fong**
Manager, Publications and Public Relations
College of the Liberal Arts
vyf1@psu.edu

1995-1996

**Mi A. Kim**
Facilities Engineer
College of Engineering
mkim@psu.edu

1996-1997

**Charles Clark**
[No longer with Penn State]

1997-1998

**Ed Escalet**
Director, Minority Admissions
Undergraduate Admissions Office
eme3@psu.edu

1998-1999

**Dorothy Guy**
Manager, Human Resources
Penn State Harrisburg
dig1@psu.edu

1999-2000

**Maria Schmidt**
Assistant Dean of Multicultural Programs
College of Education
mjs125@psu.edu

2000-2001

**Alicia Bunnell**
Lead Contracts and Proposal Specialist
Penn State University Park
aqb2@psu.edu
2001-2002

John Tippeconnic III
Professor of Education
Director, American Indian Leadership Program
jwt7@psu.edu

2002-2003

Toni DuPont-Morales
Associate Professor Emeritus
Penn State Harrisburg

2003-2004

Patricia Hayes
Assistant to the Director of
Information and Diversity Programs
Applied Research Laboratory
pgh1@psu.edu

2004-2005

Giovanna Genard
[No longer with Penn State]

2005-2006

Paul Jovanis
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
College of Engineering
ppj2@engr.psu.edu

2006-2007

Darla Homan
Administrative Support Coordinator for
Curriculum and Instruction
College of Education
djh2@psu.edu

2007-2008

Wanda Knight
Associate Professor of Art Education
College of Arts and Architecture
wbk10@psu.edu

2008-2009

Daniel Genard
[No longer with Penn State]

Teresa McGowan
Academic Advisor
College of Health and Human Development
tch4@psu.edu

2009-2010

Olivia Lewis
Administrative Support Coordinator
College of Information Sciences and Technology
okl1@psu.edu

2010-2011

Theresa Bonk
Director, Student Affairs
Penn State New Kensington	tab19@psu.edu

2011-2012

Moses Davis
Assistant Director, Residence Life
Student Affairs
mosesdavis@psu.edu

Lissette Szywedyk
Strategic Initiatives Coordinator
Office of Global Programs
lus101@psu.edu